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INNOVATION STRATEGY OR MOUNTAIN TO CONQUER?

PLAY NOT TO LOSE
There are two mindsets in the approach to innovation: 

GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT: THE 70 - 20 - 10 RULE

Think of your market as the mountain stage in the Tour de France and you are the Team Manager planning your strategy.
You need to motivate your team to take risks, sustain the momentum and never lose sight of the top of the mountain. This is
why organisational culture is crucial. 
 
To generate the ideas, select the best options, trial and execute them, your team need a known and shared system.
This is why the innovation process is vital.
 
Your team might be the most motivated, talented, inspired team in the world, but if guided in the wrong direction you risk
wasting their potential and missing opportunities.  A robust innovation strategy is essential. 
 
Your strategy might be to reach the top of the mountain and secure the stage win. The process is the tactics used to get up
the mountain ahead of your opponents. Culture is how the team are motivated to work together. But it's the strategy that
fuels the vision, feeds the culture and determines the process for winning.
 
In business, to gain traction, disrupt or lead the market you must spread your risk, balance your portfolio and let your
strategy feed your culture and focus your team.

INCREMENTAL INNOVATION 

Targets an existing market you currently serve using technology you currently use such as

improvements, upgrades, extensions, variants and cost reduction.

RADICAL INNOVATION 
Creates completely new markets and/or uses completely new technologies.

ADJACENT INNOVATION 

Targets an existing market you don't currently serve and/or uses existing technology you don't

currently use such as next generation products and services. 

PLAY NOT TO LOSE 
You minimise risk and make thorough analysis before acting. It’s efficient, there are short term gains and all of your
eggs are in one very safe basket. You make incremental developments and a few adjacent developments to products
or services in line with the competition. 
 
PLAY TO WIN
You’re trying to out-innovate your competition in new areas. It's effective rather than efficient, reward is optimised
over risk and the gains are longer term. There’s a focus on breakthrough developments and risk is shared across
incremental, adjacent and radical innovation in a 70-20-10 portfolio (p2). You make radical developments to
products and services ahead of the competition.



10%

Incremental innovation is a series of small

improvements to existing products, services,

processes or methods that improve

efficiency, productivity or competitive edge. 

This type of innovation is in the realm of

continuous improvement and takes place

within an existing market you currently serve

or existing technology you currently use. 

Also known as transformational innovation,

this involves a whole new market or

technology. Few organisations commit

resources or are prepared to take risks

that allow for radical innovation to flourish

and succeed, but those that do reap the

rewards.

The amount of time and resources

that should be allocated to this type

of innovation using the 70-20-10 rule.

. 

The ROI your innovation will deliver if

you apply the 70-20-10 rule.

INCREMENTAL INNOVATION

RADICAL INNOVATION

ADJACENT INNOVATION

70%

Adjacent innovation is in an existing market

you don’t serve or an existing technology

you don’t use. Such innovation shares

characteristics of incremental and radical

innovation but involves leveraging

something your organisation already does

well into a completely new space. 
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Size
Shape

Scented
Longer burn
Brighter light
Smokeless

Manufacturing process

Alternative fuel
Variable fuels

Refillable
Increased safety

Cleaner burn
Wick development

Controllable brightness
 

Vacuum technology
Filament materials
New energy source

Energy infrastructure 
Hardware requirement
Bonding technology 

Manufacturing techniques

THE INNOVATION PORTFOLIO
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Gillette. Add a blade, change the colour
and include a strip of aloe vera for
incremental improvements. How often
do we see the beauty industry pull this
one out of the bag?

Dyson. The Dyson seems radical but
it serves an existing market (vacuum
cleaners), using  existing technology
(inspired by industrial saw mill
extraction systems).

10%

Apple. The iPod was inspired by existing
technologies (MP3 players, battery and
sensor technologies etc) but it radically
solved a consumer problem. Hardcopy
music was cumbersome,  expensive and
difficult to store but people like music
and they like choice. 
 
With the advancement of the internet
and online shopping, Steve Jobs gave us
iTunes – a unique delivery method with
purchasing opportunities like no other.

The candle, the lantern and the lightbulb present perfect examples of incremental,
adjacent and radical innovation.

Download 3 Types of Innovation. 

THE 70-20-10 RULE 

https://www.g2innovation.com.au/3-types-of-innovation
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Radical innovation can deliver great ROI but avoid risking everything  with a purely radical strategy. Motivating the
team when failing often is difficult to do. A balanced strategy with a mix of short and long-term attacks to spread the
risk and ensure your team stays engaged and motivated for the distance is ideal.
 
The 70-20-10 portfolio supports your culture with a balance of quick wins, challenging projects and competitive spirit.
Combine this with a user-centric process for gathering insight, understanding problems, developing and testing ideas
such as Design Thinking and your team will feel empowered to deliver results.

At the age of 9, after being given a remote control car Andrew took it apart to improve the design. At 13, his first business
was pimping BMX bikes for his brother’s friends. By 18, there was little doubt his future would involve design and
entrepreneurship, and so began a degree in Industrial Design Engineering.
 
It was in his first professional role as a Design Engineer at Parker Pen, when charged with improving frontline processes that
he discovered another passion – transformation through innovation.
 
Supporting others to grow and thrive through innovation has been Andrew's career focus. In 2009, he co-founded G2
Innovation in the UK, with the mission: 'To deliver growth through innovation' through dynamic training workshops, co-
design programs and coaching. G2 Innovation expanded into Australia in 2014.  
 
Andrew has worked with global brands Nestle, Coca Cola, Nurofen and Scholl, and some of Australia's leading organisations
Ford, Bayer, Delaware North and Viva Energy. Awarded at the 2018 National Training Excellence Awards, G2 Innovation is
recognised globally as a leading provider of design thinking and innovation training.

MEET ANDREW JONES, G2 DIRECTOR 

www.g2innovation.com.au
+61 3 9020 7341
info@g2innovation.com.au

A Culture of Innovation is driven by a rigorous user-centric process,
positive employee experiences, and a play-to-win strategy that balances
risk with opportunity. It's about looking beyond short-term gain toward
competitive advantage. 

Strategy

CultureProcess

We support leaders develop and implement effective innovation strategies.

Which type of innovation should you prioritise? Which plan defeats the competition and gets you to the top
of the mountain?

WHAT NEXT?


